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To reflect our shared values and the future

workforce we want to build, we present

Athena’s DEI Playbook for the STEM

Industry.

It’s hard to believe, next year marks

Athena’s twenty-five years of service in its

mission to widen the bridge and advance 1

million women leading in STEM, by 2030.

While the STEM landscape features only

25% women, Athena remains unstoppable

in its pursuit of this workforce transformation

to accelerate innovation through DIVERSITY.

Athena’s DE&I Playbook 

Produced in Consultation with 

 

RGOCdigital.com
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Athena enjoys a fascinating evolution that 

began in UC San Diego’s campus and grew 

beyond anything imagined; into a diverse portfolio of members, STEM

companies, women’s virtual leadership training and global advocacy

initiatives like the United Nations Global Compact …all designed to re-

engineer a workplace that values women leaders at every level.

Philosophically, Athena’s always been about building in the open,

preferring to showcase the progress being made, while attempting to crack

the code on ongoing challenges. Today, the world needs purpose-driven

leaders because employees, investors, and customers all demand

transparency in the way businesses treat people.

And the evidence is in: Companies that struggle to implement DEI

strategies will be drastically disadvantaged in the war on talent

and investment...by those that do.

Let’s face it, we all want quick answers, but few want to dive into the hard

part of pioneering. The founding member companies of Athena’s Lifting

While Climbing Summit and its accompanying DEI Playbook understand

this journey is not about the peak, it’s the trajectory.

The world’s financial institutions also present an intriguing dynamic in this

workforce transformation by evaluating a company’s Environmental Social

Governance (ESG) performance. Through ESG reporting, public companies

must tell a clear story of who they are and where they need to be in the

areas of corporate sustainability. 

This massive undertaking requires world-class collaboration, as we can't

solve this societal challenge alone. I call it COLLABETITION.

It’s about leading with our values and the vision that this innovation hub is

known for, worldwide. And the world is watching. This COLLABETITION

among our partners who open source their DEI journey in this playbook,

tells you a lot about how these companies value women and how tethered

diversity is to innovation.

Expect this playbook to highlight the collective sense of urgency, to

empower industry with data-driven knowledge, and to showcase the

COLLABETITION of these pioneers. That’s how we change the world for

better. Let’s grab a rope, let’s climb together and rise together as we

leverage this framework to achieve gender equality through PURPOSE and

INTENTION.

Sempra

CEO | Athena
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Athena is a premier women’s

advocacy organization that fast

tracks women in STEM through

leadership development,

networking and mentoring

initiatives. By transforming

scientists and technologists into

corporate leaders, the goal is

to widen the bridge and

advance 1 million women

leading in STEM, by 2030. Its

nearly year history of

advancing women in a global

STEM hub marks Athena as a

premier women’s

empowerment advocate. For

more information visit

athenasd.org and follow

@athenaSTEMwomen.
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CORPORATE DE&I STATEMENT 
Patients in need provide tremendous drive and

meaning to what we do at aTyr. Our shared values

motivate our dedicated team towards achieving our

mission to translate discoveries from our tRNA

synthetase platform into new therapeutics for fibrosis,

inflammation, and cancer. We hire individuals who

embody our core values and want to join a team

working to positively impact the lives of patients.

aTyr appreciates the unique experience of each team

member and relies on those experiences to guide us

on our diversity, equity, and inclusion pathway. We

recognize that celebrating our differences and diverse

experience allows us to better support each other,

realize creative ideas, and focus on our patients’

needs. Diversity, equity, and inclusion are core to how

we fulfill aTyr’s Shared Values which guide our actions

and how we work allowing us to be better as a team.

“We don’t get
medals for doing the

right thing”
 

SANJAY S. SHUKLA,
M.D., M.S.

President and CEO,

Director
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CORPORATE PROFILE
aTyr is a biotherapeutics company engaged in the discovery

and development of first-in-class medicines from its

proprietary tRNA synthetase platform. aTyr’s research and

development efforts are concentrated on a newly discovered

area of biology, the extracellular functionality and signaling

pathways of tRNA synthetases. aTyr has built a global

intellectual property estate directed to a potential pipeline of

protein compositions derived from 20 tRNA synthetase genes

and their extracellular targets. aTyr’s primary focus is

efzofitimod, a clinical-stage product candidate which binds to

the neuropilin-2 receptor and is designed to downregulate

immune engagement in fibrotic lung disease. For more

information, please visit www.atyrpharma.com.

GENDER PROFILE 
Employee population | 68% Female
Leadership | 63% Female
Board | 43% Female

OUR SHARED VALUES
PATIENT FOCUS | We are guided by the needs of patients

COURAGE | We embrace the unfamiliar and address our

challenges with persistence

INTEGRITY | We achieve quality results through a foundation

of trust, honesty and consistency

HUMILITY | We admit and learn when we fall short, while

giving appreciation and credit when we succeed

AGILITY | We are efficient with our time and resources,

adapting to an always changing environment

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=xVNbtiU2-Z_pzQwG5URDSivAZCn8N025NpOZl3eZZXkjRkP6K5vpu217Td2HVCE21Ttt0ExARoPegPLmHE43y4-ALd7tYa2br4wAhZbxBoA=


HOW WE GET THERE TOGETHER
aTyr knows that diversity of thought and experience allows

each of us to thrive as part of the team. We aim to provide

opportunities to individuals from different backgrounds so we

may consider multiple perspectives and determine the best

course of action together. Through those opportunities, we

encourage all employees to be engaged in the company’s

mission and support their development as we grow. 

Our teams are encouraged to take calculated risks, being

courageous in how we operate and asking our leadership to

provide opportunities to contribute at all levels. We celebrate

being agile to rely on our shared experiences to find the right

path forward, make thoughtful hiring decisions based on an

individual’s experience, and develop those team members

accordingly.  aTyr embraces humility by learning from our

wins and losses, so we can adapt and move forward together

expanding on our common experience. Through 

promotion of ownership and 

accountability without blame we 

support the team--even when something 

doesn’t go as planned. aTyr provides 

space for people to offer their views 

and have them received with integrity 

through regular check-ins and respecting 

where differences exist. 

aTyr intentionally strives towards a 

future organization that has evolved 

beyond DEI metrics and initiatives--

where “doing the right thing” is 

simply ingrained in our corporate DNA.
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An organization’s Mission, Vision and Values

(MVV) aren’t just words, they’re a common

understanding of why we do what we do, what

we won’t sacrifice on our road to success, and

our rallying cry for what we believe in.

A bottom-up, employee-centric approach ensures

that the MVV are genuine and authentic, and that

they will succeed long-term with buy-in from the

beginning.

By virtue of a bottom-up approach, diversity of

thought and experience is the special ingredient

in ensuring the MVV and purpose are relatable

and inclusive. Employee co-creation and

ownership is key.

Transparency in the methodology and a

commitment to timely and seamless

communication are essential.

Once launched, the MVV are only as successful

as the organization and leadership’s ability to

lean heavily into making them a core part of the

business and how they measure success overall.

A commitment to ongoing dialogue is necessary

to ensure feedback, ideas for further refinement

and to celebrate stories of how the MVV

continues to make a true difference.

"Our employees
always had the

right answers, we
just asked the

right questions." 
 

TRACY TING
CHRO
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We care. We put people first and engage with

honesty, empathy, and respect.

We find a better way. We deliver our best in

everything we do, find ways to make a positive

difference, and achieve impactful results.

We are inclusive and collaborative.

CORPORATE PROFILE
Encore Capital Group is one of the world’s leading debt

purchasing and servicing companies with operations

and investments across North America, Europe, Asia

and Latin America. Through our subsidiaries around the

globe, we purchase or service portfolios of receivables

from major banks, credit unions and utility providers.

Customer service and regulatory compliance are at the

heart of our business and are implemented through our

collections’ strategy. Through our subsidiaries, we

partner with individuals as they repay their debt

obligations, helping them on the road to financial

recovery and ultimately improving their economic well-

being. Our companies operate with industry-leading

consumer-centric practices anchored by a sound set of

values, that includes interacting with integrity,

compassion, and respect.

CORPORATE VALUES 

GENDER PROFILE 
Female Representation in the Workforce | 49%
Female Representation on the Board | 33% 



In today’s 24/7 world, expectations by consumers,

clients, employees, communities and investors are

rapidly changing. Where once a company was only

expected to deliver high-quality goods or services, it now

must be so much more for all the stakeholders that

depend on it. For some organizations, this shift is an

easy one when they already have a strong culture

aligned to an even stronger purpose. For others, it takes

time and work to define what’s possible and to truly

understand what’s needed.

Regardless, each organization of any shape or size, has

a clear decision to make about how much they want to

cultivate a culture that inspires and drives lasting change

and innovation. Done authentically, they can create step

change that earns brand equity and loyalty for years;

done incorrectly, they run the risk of falling behind in

ways that are hard to overcome against the competition. 

At the center of these shifting needs and critical

transformation is the organization’s Chief Executive

Officer and their immediate leadership team. Research

shows that 70% of transformation efforts fail, but that

figure is considerably different when leadership is bought

in and become the foremost advocate for the journey

ahead.

For Encore Capital Group, one of the world’s leading

debt purchasing and servicing companies with 7,500

global employees across four different continents, the

year 2020 was unique in every way imaginable. 

Encore cultivates an
inclusive culture that
reflects our consumers
and our communities,
where our actions and
mindset ensure every
individual can thrive.
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Each year, we work with millions of consumers, helping

them achieve financial freedom. Given the new pressures

placed on impacted communities by the COVID-19

pandemic and calls for long-overdue societal reform, we

knew our responsibility to support stakeholders in an

empathetic, compassionate and respectful way mattered

more than ever. This also meant engaging our employees in

a more direct way to ensure they felt supported and to

recommit ourselves as a team to what matters most.

By way of organic growth and acquisitions over the past

decade, leadership knew that our expanding operating

footprints and legacy brands – combined with completely

new working paradigms forced by COVID-19 – created an

opportunity to engage and unite our employees in a totally

new way. The goal was to understand why our colleagues

come to work every day, what they value most in each other

and the company, and how they believe they are making a

difference. These inputs would go on to create Encore’s

new, enterprise-consistent Mission, Vision, and Values

(MVV). 

With a stronger-than-ever emphasis on diversity and

inclusion, leadership set out on a path to survey, listen and

discuss the varying motivations and expectations that existed

within our organization. More than 83% of global

colleagues answered the call to co-create Encore’s new

values, and the results were pleasantly surprising: our

culture, despite the varying legacy organizations and

acquisitions, multiple time zones and languages, wide range

of roles, and not being in an office setting together for many

months, was more aligned than it was different. 

...our culture, despite
the varying legacy
organizations and

acquisitions, multiple
time zones and

languages, wide range
of roles, and not being

in an office setting
together for many
months, was more

aligned than it was
different. 
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Whether internally through role-specific

communications and a live global town hall, or

externally through new materials celebrating our

employees and our purpose, the launch of the new

MVV wasn’t just a creative exercise, it was an evolution

of our organization coming together in a meaningful

and purposeful way to create more unity, cohesion

and inspiration for years ahead, all inspired by the

unique and diverse talent we’re fortunate to have at

Encore. We witnessed that our journey is just

beginning, and we now have the guardrails to keep

ourselves honest on what success looks like. The result

was an inclusive, bottoms-up and empowered

approach that made it possible to hear from every

single voice within our organization and created a

shining example of diversity in action at a time we

need it most.

“...by virtue of an
employee-centric
approach, diversity of
thought and experience
proved to be the
special ingredient in
ensuring the [mission,
mision, values] and
purpose are relatable
and inclusive.” 



FINDING OUR NORTH STAR
It’s been nearly two years since Encore Capital Group

began its workforce transformational journey to co-

create the culture we want. It all began in 2020,

starting from the ground up, when we set off to find

our North Star—a refreshed and globally unified

Mission, Vision and Values for our entire organization

that would serve as the fabric to unite our global

workforce. This effort was underpinned by our

employee-centric approach and fueled by diversity of

thought and experiences from our colleagues, and

the result was Encore’s new Mission, Vision and

Values (MVV). Having co-created this with employees

worldwide, it represents diverse backgrounds and

walks of life and places us on a path toward

embedding Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) into

business practices in more intentional and sustainable

ways. 

Our MVV continues to serve as our guiding light

across everything we do, and one of our core values

reinforces our commitment to DEI as we nurture an

inclusive and collaborative environment. One way

we’ve demonstrated our DEI commitment is investing

in a global resource to serve as an internal DEI center

of excellence. We provide thought leadership by

taking a balanced consultative and systemic

approach to enable the organization to capitalize on

DEI for global success through strategic and

tactical/operational execution.

https://www.encorecapital.com/mvv/
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Our colleagues around the world make DEI real in

different ways. From celebrating cultural observances and

extending inclusion courses, we’ve continued to evolve

and foster an environment that brings to life our DEI

statement: 

“Encore cultivates an inclusive culture that reflects our

consumers and our communities, where our actions and

mindset ensure every individual can thrive.”

Female and ethnic representation remain areas of

emphasis for our DEI work, particularly in the United

States. This year, we experienced the revamping and

expansion of “Women@Encore & Allies,” a company

employee resource group (ERG) focused on female

empowerment. This ERG focuses on four pillars; fostering

fellowship, enabling talent development, creating

connection, and supporting communities. It is active in the

United States, Costa Rica, India, and is expanding to

Encore’s teams in Europe. We recently welcomed our

newly formed Black Employee Network (BEN), with

employee membership across the company’s United States

and Costa Rica sites. 

Amplification of employee voices is one of the ways we

continue to celebrate the richness of our diverse

workforce. Through our robust proactive storytelling

program, we embed employee points of view to tell the

story of our people, our business and the impact we make

in the communities we call home. Our featured website

stories shine a light on the people behind our Mission and

the pathways we’re creating for economic freedoms,

guided by our Values. 

“Encore cultivates an
inclusive culture that
reflects our consumers
and our communities,
where our actions and
mindset ensure every
individual can thrive.”

https://www.encorecapital.com/news/


Being inclusive and collaborative are more than words

on a page; they serve as guideposts for making good

decisions for our people, our business and our

consumers, today and tomorrow. Together, our DEI

actions become part of our broader company story; they

become part of our Environmental, Social and

Governance journey and our relationship with the world

around us. Embracing an inclusive and collaborative

culture will be a lifelong journey for us and one we are

excited to be on.

OUR ESG APPROACH 
At Encore Capital Group, we approach Environmental,

Social and Governance (ESG) with a strong commitment

to transparency, and our strategy reflects the issues that

matter most to our stakeholders: our consumers,

colleagues, clients and investors. Guided by our Mission

to create pathways to economic freedom and our

Values, we are committed to creating an opportunity-

rich work environment for our people, ensuring

responsible resource use and consumption, giving back

to the communities where we live and work, and

operating effectively and ethically with a focus on the

overall consumer experience.

In 2020, understanding the growing interest among our

key stakeholders in ESG reporting and transparency, we

performed a comprehensive materiality assessment to

identify the social and governance issues that are most

material to our business. 

"...we are committed
to creating an

opportunity-rich work
environment for our

people, ensuring
responsible resource

use and consumption,
giving back to the

communities where we
live and work, and

operating effectively
and ethically with a
focus on the overall

consumer experience."
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Through primary and secondary research, including

interviews with subject matter experts, insights on the

current state of ESG reporting and the broader

financial industry and peer comparison, we

developed in 2021 an operating model for ESG

management within our business and ultimately

determined how we’d regularly report specific

disclosures and future goals and commitments. By

the end of 2022, Encore is publishing its first-ever

ESG report that provides stakeholders with a deeper

look into our various practices impacting the

environment, our consumers and colleagues, and

ensuring that we’re strong corporate stewards in the

markets where we operate.

Guided by our five pillars, we’re taking critical

actions to ensure meaningful progress. We

expanded our cross-functional ESG Steering

Committee, which is chaired by our CHRO. We

formalized our CEO and Board Governance

oversight structure and increased our ESG

communications while also launching a website and

at-a-glance resources portal.

Additionally, we established internal procedures for

environmental data collection across our global

operations and further developed our community

impact measurement and management framework.

Lastly, we have developed new enterprise-wide

policies demonstrating our commitment to key

governance areas, including our Standards of

Business Conduct, Global Human Rights Policy, and

Vendor Code of Conduct.

Consumers | Our consumers

are at the heart of our business 

People | We support and value

our people

Environment | We make a

positive impact on the

environment 

Community | We work

together to strengthen our

community 

Operating Responsibly | We

are a business that operates

responsibly 

Guiding all our ESG activities
are these five pillars: 

We invite you to visit our website, to learn more about ESG efforts
encorecapital.com/environmental-social-and-governance

https://www.encorecapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Encore-Capital-Group-Standards-of-Business-Conduct-approved-2021-0325.pdf
https://www.encorecapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Global-Human-Rights-Policy-June-2022.pdf
https://www.encorecapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Vendor-Code-of-Conduct-June-2022.pdf




Identify and Listen to Your Stakeholders | To

manage any DE&I program successfully its

essential to identify all the impacted players.

Leadership Buy-in | For any DE&I program to

be successful, securing leadership buy-in from

the outset is paramount.

Measure Success | To make any sustainable

change, measuring progress is critical for

continued progress.

Focus on Organizational Culture First

Build Your (Diverse) Brand

Take Chances | If companies want to attract

the best talent and reap the benefits of a

diverse workforce, they must be willing to take

chances on new and inventive approaches.

“We have diversity
plans for each
member of our

senior leadership”
 

GLENN WILLIAMS
VP, HR & Chief

Diversity Officer 
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CORPORATE PROFILE
The billions, maybe trillions of times a day…That’s how

often people around the world are touching something

made better by Qualcomm. It could be a smartphone in

your pocket, the tablet on your coffee table, that wireless

modem in your briefcase… it could even be that

navigation system in your car, or that action camera

strapped to your chest.

Who is Qualcomm, and what do we do? We are

engineers, scientists, and business strategists. We are

from many different countries and speak many different

languages. We come from diverse cultures and have

unique perspectives. Together, we focus on a single goal

—we invent breakthrough technologies that transform

how the world connects, computes, and communicates.

GENDER PROFILE 
Female Representation in the Workforce | 23%
Female Representation in Leadership | 12%
Female Representation on the Board | 33%

COMPANY VALUES 
Environment

Workplace

Human Rights

Society



Our diverse perspectives come from many sources,

including gender, race, age, national origin, sexual

orientation, disability, culture, education, as well as

professional and life experience. 

We focus on allowing innovators who bring varying

backgrounds, ideas, and points of view to work in an

inclusive environment. We are working to develop

leaders and shape future talent pools to help us meet the

needs of our customers around the world. 

Qualcomm is dedicated to sustaining a work

environment where every employee feels welcome,

inventive, and inspired through initiatives and programs

that foster opportunity, professional growth, and

community. We are proud that our wide-ranging and far-

reaching inclusion and diversity efforts have earned us

prestigious external recognition.

Qualcomm was one of only 15 employers to receive the

2020 Secretary of Defense Employer Support Freedom

award. We’ve scored a perfect 100 on Disability: IN’s

Disability Equality Index each year since its inception. We

were named the California corporation of the year by the

United Negro College Fund, Forbes named Qualcomm

one of the Best Employers for Diversity, Glassdoor named

us to the “2021 Best Places to Work” list and Avtar

named us one of the 100 Best Companies for Women.

These accolades are in line with our commitment to

promoting equity across our Company and industry. 

“At Qualcomm, new
and previously
unsolvable problems
will be solved… and
that means getting the
next generation, in
particular women and
underrepresented
communities, excited
and prepared for the
world to come.”
- Steve Mollenkopf,

Qualcomm CEO
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Our next set of goals is focused on increasing diversity at

the leadership level as well as ensuring we continue to

provide equity in hiring, development, and retention.

Getting to this point has been a journey. There is no

magic formula. Increasing diversity, equity, and inclusion

within your organization takes hard work and dedication.

Below are the steps we took as we revamped our

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion program. This list is not

exhaustive, but it highlights the key steps we took to lay

the foundation for continued success. 

IDENTIFY AND LISTEN TO YOUR STAKEHOLDERS
To manage any program successfully, you have to know

who the players are. Understanding your organization’s

key personnel, processes, decision-making structure, and

programs will go a long way toward setting up your DE&I

program’s success. Once you identify the key

stakeholders, including senior leadership, executive

sponsors, ERG leads, and key department heads, you

will need to dedicate time to actively listen to them.

Figure out what they believe the biggest challenge areas

are and incorporate that feedback when designing your

DE&I strategy. 

LEADERSHIP BUY-IN 
For any DE&I program to be successful, you’ll need

leadership buy-in. Leadership support is necessary to

drive most initiatives you want to implement. You should

try to set the tone from the top down by having members

of your leadership team make statements about your

organization’s stance on DE&I. By doing so, you

empower your employees, and create a culture that

enables everyone to express themselves more freely. 
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MEASURE SUCCESS 
To make any sustainable change you need to measure

the level of success of your actions. While measuring

alone is not enough, it’s often true that whatever gets

the team’s focus—such as items measured in quarterly

reports or in executive key performance indicators—

receives far more time and attention. By measuring the

organization’s diversity and looking at it objectively, it

helps to improve the overall diversity levels by putting

more focus on the actions required to improve them.

FOCUS ON ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE FIRST
Many people think the first step to a successful DE&I

plan is to hire more diverse candidates. Some

organizations find they’re able to attract a diverse set of

applicants, but over time, the organizational culture

remains homogeneous due to a higher turnover rate for

some groups. You should ask yourself: Does your

culture promote inclusiveness? 

Qualcomm has
45,000+ employees
represented by 117

nationalities working
in more than 170+

locations in 30+
countries.

Collectively, we
speak 92 languages.

25



There may be pervasive attitudes and actions that

end up dividing the workforce, making some

groups feel unwelcome. These will need to be

addressed to maintain a diverse workforce.

Consider utilizing employee surveys to gauge how

employees feel on these topics, regularly.

BUILD YOUR (DIVERSE) BRAND
Branding is an important aspect of any company.

Corporate branding can help a company highlight

their values and beliefs, increase their visibility, and

enhance or engrain corporate culture. A big part

of expressing that culture should include DE&I with

corporate branding highlighting both internally and

externally.

TAKE CHANCES 
If companies want to attract the top talent and

reap the benefits of a diverse workforce, they must

be willing to take chances on new and inventive

approaches. These changes and improvements

may involve messaging, where your company

looks for talent, what benefits you offer, workplace

flexibility or a myriad of other programs. While not

all the changes you propose will be successful, the

important thing is that you keep trying until you

figure out what drives optimal outcomes. If you

continue to measure the effects of your DE&I

programs and focus on the successful ones, you

will move the needle in material ways and earn a

competitive advantage. 

Qualcomm is comprised of
innovators and visionaries.
True innovation demands a

variety of viewpoints, so we
seek to foster diverse and
inclusive teams, managers,
and leaders to promote the
innovations that will power
the future. We measure and
track our progress to ensure

our programs and policies are
having a meaningful effect on

our workforce. We expect
employees to embrace these

values to ensure that
Qualcomm’s work

environment is inclusive and
respectful, as well as free of
harassment, discrimination,

and retaliation. 
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 Our People: Qualcomm creates an inspiring and

inclusive workplace culture where employees feel

valued and supported to invent and develop

advanced, leading-edge technologies.  

Purposeful Innovation: We’re building on our legacy

of technology leadership with 5G, which will serve as

the technological foundation for connected cars,

industrial IoT, smart homes and cities, networking,

and mobility. 

STEM Education: As a technology leader and a

company of inventors, Qualcomm is committed to

nurturing the next generation of innovators and

technologists. We’re contributing to a diverse and

inclusive workforce of the future by increasing access

to STEM education. We’re collaborating with

community stakeholders on sustainable STEM

programs that reach and inspire students at all levels

and from all backgrounds. 

Responsible Business: We conduct business The

Qualcomm Way and consider ethical conduct to be a

performance imperative. We push the boundaries of

what's possible in mobile technology, but we never

push the boundaries on ethics. We are committed to

creating products in sustainable ways that create a

healthier planet without harming the environment. We

work to uphold human rights and equality in our

operations, supply chain, and communities. We're

focused on responsibly protecting personal data to

make data more secure. 

HOW TO DESIGN, EXECUTE AND 
COMMUNICATE YOUR ESG IMPACT
Our ESG framework focuses on four key areas: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

"We are working
towards our 2025
goals that build on our
progress and serve as
milestones that will
enable us to focus on
key outcomes. These
goals keep us on track
to achieve our 2030
Vision, which helps us
identify what success
looks like for each of
our priority areas."

27

https://www.qualcomm.com/content/dam/qcomm-martech/dm-assets/documents/11132020_the-qualcomm-way_doc.pdf




 Optimized job rotations and succession planning

are embedded as a talent development approach.

 The Sempra Board of Directors names our first

female CEO, one of only 18 in the Fortune 500.

 Female participation in leadership grows over

time through purposeful action and sponsorship.

 SDG&E’s CEO introduces Equity Action Plan in

2020 with structured programs and metrics.

 Looking ahead, focusing on increased efforts to

grow the pipeline of diverse employees into the

company.

LEADERSHIP EMBRACES THE RESPONSIBILITY
TO DEVELOP OTHERS WITH A CONSCIOUS
AWARENESS OF THE VALUE OF DE&I
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”I never thought about
being a great leader...

until someone else planted
the idea in my head." 

 

DR. KENDALL HELM
Vice President of 

People & Culture

 



GENDER PROFILE 
Female Representation in the Workforce | 34% 
Female Representation in Leadership | 34% 
Female Representation on the Board* | 30% 
•(Sempra/Parent Co)

CORPORATE PROFILE
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is a regulated

public utility that has provided safe and reliable

electric and gas service for nearly 140 years. Today,

over 4,000 SDG&E employees serve 3.6 million

people in San Diego and southern Orange counties.

SDG&E is part of the Sempra Energy family of

companies, which together employ 19,000 people in

the energy infrastructure sector in California, Texas,

and Mexico. 

COMPANY VALUES
Do the Right Thing

Champion People

Shape the Future 

A diverse workforce should

reflect the communities we

serve.

Diverse teams are high-

performing and innovative

teams. 

Diversity is meaningless

without conscious inclusion

and intentional

engagement. 

Our contracting practices

and strategic giving seek to

provide economic

opportunity for all.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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LEADERS GROW LEADERS
Great leaders own their responsibility to develop others.

They thrive on inspiring, coaching, and sponsoring new

generations of leaders, and they do so in a strategic and

purposeful manner. Decades of leaders in our company

have embraced this mandate, with a conscious

commitment to DE&I and the value that different

perspectives, experiences, and voices provide.

 

A long-standing practice of ours is to grow leaders

through optimized job rotations and succession planning.

While this practice alone is a compelling development

approach, our success is tied directly to the company’s

commitment that leaders behind these talent readiness

decisions must themselves be diverse.  

For example, the Sempra Energy Board of Directors

(which is composed of ~30% women) made a pivotal

decision to appoint Debbie Reed as CEO in 2011,

making her one of only 18 female CEOs in the Fortune

500. Debbie was not unfamiliar with

underrepresentation. 

Graduating as one of only three women in civil

engineering from the University of Southern California,

Reed joined the company in 1978 and transformed the

leadership pipeline throughout her career. While

demonstrating outstanding skill, a keen ability to drive

superior performance, and a broad understanding of the

energy industry, Reed was proudly the product of

purposeful, long-term succession planning and was

afforded leadership rotations across critical functions, 

At Sempra Energy and
SDG&E, we’re more than
an energy infrastructure
company, we’re a people
company. We are always
looking for new and
better ways to serve our
customers. It drives our
employees’ sense of
purpose every day.
Across Sempra Energy,
we’re led by our values
to do the right athing,
champion people, and
shape the future.
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To champion people
means that we invest in

our employees and value
diversity, equity and

inclusion. Our DE&I
mission is to create a

safe and inclusive
workplace built on trust

and respect. We
recognize that our

differences make us
stronger, and when we

invest in our employees,
each person can reach

their fullest potential. 

including operations, human resources, and finance. In

turn, Reed was a constant, forthright, and powerful

sponsor for other women leaders at every level of the

company.

Like Reed, Caroline Winn, SDG&E’s CEO, climbed

through the ranks by taking on key strategic challenges

in areas like customer service, operations, and external

affairs. Winn continues to champion the development of

diverse leadership and set ambitious DE&I goals for

SDG&E. Today, women comprise 35% of the SDG&E’s

management team. Across the Sempra family of

companies, women hold sixteen C-Suite roles.  

 

STRUCTURE ENABLES PURPOSE 
While leadership rotations can be powerful tools for

driving change, leadership readiness structures are the

fuel that keeps the car running. Purposeful action is

sustained, measured, and improved upon through

dedicated programs, performance metrics, and

reporting.

At Winn’s direction, SDG&E developed an Equity Action

Plan (EAP) in 2020 that includes high-impact initiatives

targeting leadership development. New programs

include a leadership academy that brings together

officers, directors, and high-performing managers with

real-time mentoring, training for individual contributors

moving into leadership with a special outreach to

women and people of color, and an expanding 
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"...our success is tied
directly to the
company’s commitment
that leaders behind
these talent
readiness decisions must
themselves be diverse."

employee resource group initiative that provides

members with leadership roles and responsibilities. 

We have also set a goal to ensure diverse interview

panels are deployed for all positions at a mid-

managerial level or above. 

Measuring the performance of leadership readiness

efforts is another evolving area. For 2021, each

SDG&E Officer will now have part of their incentive

compensation tied to completion of their DE&I

engagement plan. Mentorships are tracked, and the

company is disclosing additional DE&I-related data to

employees with information on representation at

managerial and above levels.

GROWING THE PIPELINE 
When it comes to diverse leadership, while we are

developing a reputation that we’re proud of, we know

we have more work to do. Ensuring we capture the full

value from diverse leaders at all levels of the

organization means we must rely on a growing

pipeline of diverse employees entering the company. 

Traditional energy jobs have not attracted female

candidates at the level we will need for success.

Nationwide, the utility industry average share of

women in the workforce is only around 25 percent.

Extending our reach to the community in ever-

increasing and impactful ways to grow this percentage

is our mountain to climb.
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We’ve begun that trek with some exciting initiatives. To

enhance our college recruiting efforts, we are leveraging

our employee resource groups to bring our diverse

leaders to the conversation and be the face of the

company. We actively support our Lean-in circles, where

efforts are focused not only on inside-the-company

activities but on into-our-communities intervention. 

One activity we hope over the long-term will be

particularly potent is the SDG&E #BeThatGirl campaign

launched by Winn. The campaign offers SDG&E and

Sempra Energy’s women employees & STEM

professionals as role models and speakers to schools

and nonprofits in our communities to increase the future

generations of women in STEM careers – a source of

pride for our women in field, operations, and

construction positions. 



The Tandem Words We Live By is a core

component of the DEI work we do.

Our CEO is actively engaged and

committed to integrating DEI into the

fabric of Tandem.

We are committed to remaining open to

trying new paths to accomplish our

goals and learning when things don’t go

as planned.

Reimagining the DEI Council to a

flattened model enabled significant

cross-collaboration between employees

and senior leadership.

Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) are

a fundamental component of the DEI

framework at our organization. 

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION

"It was a moment
 of humility."

 
TOM FOX

Senior Vice President

Human Resources
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CORPORATE PROFILE
Tandem Diabetes Care is a San Diego-based medical

device company dedicated to improving the lives of

people with diabetes through relentless innovation

and revolutionary customer experience. Tandem takes

an innovative, user-centric approach to the design,

development and commercialization of products for

people with diabetes, using insulin. Tandem

manufactures and sells the t:slim X2 insulin pump with

Control-IQ technology. The t:slim X2 pump is capable

of remote feature updates using a personal computer.

GENDER PROFILE 
Employee Population | 58% Female

Management | 48% Female

Board | 40% Female

Innovate Everyday

Team Up

Stay Awesome

People First

No Shortcuts

WORDS WE LIVE BY
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FORMALIZING OUR COMMITMENT
With any important endeavor, you must build the right team that

can develop the approach, design systems, and implement

tactics for success. When addressing DE&I, not only do you

need the right team, but it’s equally important to know you have

buy-in from all constituents. At Tandem Diabetes Care, those

constituents include our employees, executive team, and a

council of results-driven volunteers to ensure DE&I is

appropriately prioritized. This Systems Check approach started

with a simple but important skill, listening.

Tandem Diabetes Care is a business built on listening to its

customer. In fact, we were the first company to comprehensively

utilize market research and customer interviews to develop an

insulin pump. When in 2020, the issues of racism,

discrimination, and hate were thrust onto the national stage, we

chose the same strategy to address issues of DE&I. We listened

intently, this time to our employees.

EMPLOYEES FIRST
Soon after the tragic murder of George Floyd, Tandem was

impacted like many others, and employees had questions and

wanted to engage in honest conversations. Employees

communicated via email, social media, and the virtual water

cooler, sharing the value of DE&I.

Our HR team took on the monumental task of listening to each

individual conversation--more than 100 interviews. It was

important that each concerned employee felt understood and

that corporate leadership could hear employees’ concerns in

their own words. 



This phase was time-consuming and very difficult for the

individuals involved, but it was a necessary learning

process to get to the bottom of any issues and

opportunities for the organization.

EXECUTIVE BUY-IN 
For DE&I to be successful, buy-in from executives is a

requirement. While Tandem’s Executive Leadership agreed

that DE&I was important, the challenge was to make DE&I

tangible and actionable for the entire company. 

This began with data, both quantitative and qualitative.

Demographics and employee feedback helped to identify

the problems and opportunities, establishing a baseline for

a starting point. Data also provided our executives with

confidence in the urgency and prioritization of our efforts.

And it allowed leadership to be active supporters, rather

than passive spectators, in the process.

Communication was equally essential. Regular executive

team conversations ensured our leadership had a strong

understanding of how to cultivate our commitment to an

inclusive, equitable and diverse environment for our

employees. The company also included the Board of

Directors with a standing DE&I agenda topic in quarterly

reports and meetings.
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Encouraging education at the leadership level ensured

greater executive alignment. Our CEO endorses a

platform of formal training as well as on-the-job

collaborations throughout the organization to help

illuminate DE&I learnings and align with best practices.

DE&I LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
Once we had heard from our employees and secured

alignment with executive leadership, we needed a

subgroup of employee volunteers to take the lead on

DE&I planning and strategy. We designed a leadership

council based on examples from other corporate DE&I

committees while considering our own culture. This

volunteer group readily accepted the challenge to draft

corporate DE&I commitments, create priorities, and

identify near and long-term strategies for addressing

DE&I within the company.

STRUCTURE 
The Tandem Diabetes Care DE&I Leadership Council is

comprised of volunteer team members from across the

company: executives, middle management, and

individual contributors. The council includes two co-

chairs (executive level), six advisory board members (VPs

and Directors) and 12 council members (open to all

employees). 

Having two co-chairs in senior leadership roles ensures

we have sponsors and executive champions advocating

for DE&I even when other business challenges arise. 

Tandem Diabetes Care
holds matters of
diversity, equity, and
inclusion in the highest
regard. We guide our
moral compass as the
heart of our company’s
character. Tandem
fosters a culture of
respect where
differences are
appreciated. 



The six-member Advisory Board is responsible for

chairing subcommittees, providing departmental

influence, and mobilizing resources. The remaining 12

committee members represent the diverse voices at the

table and provide the people-power necessary to

accomplish the work of the council. 

Just like any other department or strategic function in

the company, the council makes recommendations to

the Executive Team, synthesizes feedback, secures

resources, and implements change.

SYSTEMS CHECK
Before our DE&I Council made any recommendations,

it required a detailed assessment of how Tandem was

operating. What are the baseline activities? What are

the successes and the pain points? How are we

prioritizing, and where can we start to make a

difference? Although this Systems Check sometimes

feels like a slow process, it is essential to establishing a

baseline for measuring progress and prioritizing high-

impact activities for employees. 

During this process, a few “low-hanging” opportunities

became apparent. First, we confirmed company

demographics to identify the communities our

organization represented. Then, we fortified internal

communications to ensure our employees had visibility

into our efforts and channels to share their

perspectives.

"We convened our first
DE&I Council in 2020 to
help develop programs

and practices that
cultivate diversity of

thought, so that we may
live our values, serve

our mission, and
celebrate authentic

contributions from our
employees now and in

the future."
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The company calendar was updated to include more of our

employees’ days of observance, and finally, we

documented the DE&I activities we were already

participating in to shine light on previous successes, identify

potential partner organizations, and build momentum for

future DE&I activities.

THE JOURNEY IS JUST BEGINNING
Inside the healthcare industry, several DE&I opportunities

have come into focus. Tandem has a unique opportunity to

ensure our research studies have more diverse

representation. 

By engaging with diabetes camps and other patient

advocacy groups that support disadvantaged individuals,

we can explore ways our products can reach more of those

in need. By sponsoring DE&I events in cities where we have

a corporate presence, we must benchmark, measure and

evaluate our progress.

 

As Tandem has just begun its journey, we are making great

strides in defining the DE&I needs and opportunities of our

workforce all while better reflecting the faces and hearts of

our employees. We continue to strive being a place people

feel comfortable being themselves, and where they can be

proud to work. That requires a constant and evolving focus

on DE&I, and there will always be challenging--but

rewarding--work to do. 



POST-SYSTEMS CHECK
By the end of 2021, Tandem completed an evaluation of its

internal policies, practices and systems. We discovered there

were further DEI opportunities to invest in. With executive

support, the DEI Council was established, and they regularly

engaged executive leadership on progress and opportunities,

including a formal training for all employees. We started on

a firm footing but as we looked to the future, we continually

explore ways to advance our DEI vision, in intentional and

meaningful ways.

START WITH THE FOUNDATION
To create sustainable and lasting DEI progress, we

recognized the need to formalize the function and ensure we

have the right leadership to continue our work. In late 2021,

we designated a DEI leader to guide our organization on our

continued journey. Jaya Mallik joined the organization as the

DEI Lead and completed a thorough needs analysis and

assessment of Tandem’s DEI maturity status, utilizing both

qualitative and quantitative data. 

From that analysis, the DEI Team developed a

comprehensive 2022 DEI Roadmap that focused on building

a strong foundation to continue scaling as DEI evolves at

Tandem. The roadmap was designed by the DEI Council and

executive leadership team while reflecting priorities across the

organization. It was shared with the entire organization and

serves as a critical tool for remaining authentic to our

directional course. 



For DEI to be successful, we need to ensure that we are

building upon a solid foundation, much like a house requiring

a firm foundation to stand upon. 

OPEN TO ITERATION
An important reason we have been able to accelerate DEI

progress at Tandem is our willingness to experiment with new

approaches to solve a variety of problems. We approach DEI

work with the mindset of starting with “Yes” whenever possible

and learning from the outcomes of leaning into new and

innovative thinking. 

We are not afraid to have a failed approach, which keeps us

open to different and creative paths forward. The willingness

to customize the approach to DEI progress is critical to

accelerating growth and learning in this DEI journey.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURED HIRING
A critical component of the foundation is supporting the

rollout of structured hiring practices across the Tandem.

Structured hiring practices are essential to facilitating the

consistent hiring of the most qualified candidates, regardless

of background. 

The DEI Team works in partnership with Talent Acquisition to

create training focused on inclusive recruiting practices and

providing support and consultation on the structured hiring

framework and processes that are implemented at the

organizational level.
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REIMAGINING THE COUNCIL
To support progress of the DEI Council in a more strategic

manner, the structure of the Council operates was

reimagined. The DEI Team moved from a traditional

pyramid structure and flattened it into two separate but

equal bodies, the Leadership Allies, and the DEI Council. 

The Leadership Allies are senior leaders that are heavily

invested in promoting DEI growth and progress across

different lines of business. The Council is comprised of 13

employees from across the business. These two groups

work together within four self-selected incubators and

focus on different DEI strategic priorities. These incubators

include: Future of Work (FOW), Employer Branding,

Recruit & Replace (for the DEI Council), and Inclusion

Months & Events. Each focus on driving innovation and

DEI improvements. 

LAUNCHING EMPLOYEE 
RESOURCE GROUPS (ERG’s) 
The importance of creating a space for employees based

on shared identity cannot be understated. At Tandem, we

also want to ensure that these ERGs are also welcoming

and supportive of allies. From these two end goals, we

started building and piloting our Inclusion Communities

Program. Organizational dynamics and needs can vary

wildly from one organization to the next, so to understand

what we need for Inclusion Communities to be successful,

we launched a pilot group. Supporting Women and

Gender Minorities in Tandem (SWAGMIT), was launched

in March 2022. 
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The DEI Team partnered with this Inclusion

Community to celebrate their success, learn more

about the pain points, and identify opportunities to

support other Inclusion Communities in the future.

The pilot output was rich; the DEI Team provided

clear, concise, and supportive framework for the

program and the Inclusion Communities housed

within.

In September 2022, the Inclusion Communities

Program officially launched at Tandem and are

focusing on launching additional Inclusion

Communities in 2023.

 

BUILDING BASELINES
To effectively measure and assess DEI progress

within an organization, understanding your

starting line is essential. In 2022, we established a

baseline of programs, metrics, and deliverables.

This enables us to track our progress and iterate

on different DEI components as we further

integrate DEI into the fabric of everything we do. 

These baselines came in the form of quantitative

data, piloting new programs and styles of

collaborating, and external deliverables such as

the 2021 DEI Report. Using all these data points,

we continue to evolve and measure our progress.

“Diversity is knowing who’s
in the room. Equity is asking
if you’ve made adjustments
to all the seats at the table
so everybody can see each
other. Inclusion is questioning
how everyone at the table
can have a voice to speak. All
three are related, but you
can’t have equity without
inclusion – they must be
hand-in-hand.” 

- JAYA MALLIK, 
SR. PROGRAM MANAGER & DEI LEAD
TANDEM'S DIVERSITY, EQUITY, & INCLUSION
2021 REPORT



LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
We made significant progress on our DEI FY 22 goals

and have built a solid foundation. However, we know

there is still much work to be done. We are committed

to DEI not as a “checkbox” function, but one that helps

the organization and the diverse array of individuals,

thrive and innovate. 

We look forward to continuing our journey, as we

support the launch of additional Inclusion Communities

and partner with business groups, as we evaluate these

practices and ensure DEI is centered in all decision-

making.

At Tandem, we view ESG as a progressive journey of

continuous improvement. One thing we’ve learned is

that ESG priorities can differ greatly between

organizations; there is no one-size-fits-all approach. 

A critical first step in establishing our ESG footing was

understanding who our key stakeholders are and how

they may value and be impacted by our ESG efforts,

disclosures and investments. 

Tandem’s ESG stakeholders include our customers,

employees, business partners, investors, and Board of

Directors. As this landscape continues to evolve, we are

working to advance our ESG program and set priorities

in alignment with our organization’s mission and our

stakeholder values.  
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